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What is The 
Book of Shame?

The Book of Shame is a project compiling a 
surveyed research response asking "What does 
public shaming look like to you?" 

The following pages show a visualised version of 
each person's response and a written description of 
how they see public shaming.

These images may make you feel a certain way. 
Hold onto that and think. 

If this is what people are saying public shaming looks 
like, is it time to consider how we shame people? Is 
there a better way to go about this? 





“Ridicule“

Waves of black and red stripes.





“Being called out“

Dark blotches of pain.





“Humiliation“

Dark black surface smothering a red ring.





“Complex“

A smudged line that derails into a pool of black.





“Misunderstood“

Visible confusion. A scribbled jumble.





“Powerful“

A chance to change, hopefully for the better.





“Stoning“

Vulnerable people buried up to their neck.





“A black hole“

A void, broken and barely existing.





“Homophobia“

Tormenting LGBT couples for wanting to raise a family.





“Rude“

Angry, harsh red text.





“Humiliating“

The word ‘wrong’ in a black bold font.





“A sorry stamp“

Repeated printed stamps saying "I'm sorry".





“Ugly“

Red and hateful.





“Finger pointing“

A person crying surrounded by hands directing 
blame at them.





“Anger“

People wearing face masks incorrectly.





“Covidiot“

A person with a megaphone shouting at people not 
taking the pandemic seriously.





“Death by Media“

Phones and TV screens showing the people 
that took their own lives from cyberbullying and 

harassment from media outlets.





“Necessary“

Exposing the superstraight movement for what it is.





“Police brutality“

Documenting the police brutality against 
innocent protesters.





“Made to feel
stupid“

A person wearing a dunce cap.



Now you’ve seen the ways 
public shaming looks to these 
twenty people - ask yourself, 
how do you see it?

Is it ugly? A force for good? Or 
something in-between?

Go to Scarsie.com/Bookofshame 
and let’s start talking about 
our future and work towards 
a healthier way of public 
shaming.


